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About This Game

Critical Mass is an action puzzle game that takes traditional match 3 and brings it into the world of 3D. We combine fast
addictive game play with strategy to create a new and innovative experience.

Key features:

Fast Addictive Gameplay

4 Unique Game Modes

Online Leaderboards & Ranking Systems

Achievements & Skillpoint Rewards

Accessible to Everyone

Exciting Colorful Art Style

Great Music & Sound Effects.
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Title: Critical Mass
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Manic Game Studios
Publisher:
Manic Game Studios
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2011
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Wow. Just wow.
For a 4x game, I am in complete awe. This early access game has more going for it that 90% of "complete" games out there.
After the disappointment that is all 4x space games out there, this game is a breath of fresh air.

I have barely scratched the surface of this game and there is enough content to go on for days with amazing replayability and
this is still early access.

If the developer can deliver on the full final product, I can garuantee that this will be the standard for space 4x games.

Deep planet customization. Deep research trees. Entricate systems.

I cant wait till this game is complete. Whoever the developers are, they have my respect and blind trust on anyuthing they do.. be
me

>slowly going insane
>suddenly my brain thinks it's a matching game
>still on hard mode
>music pretty good
>still losing
>highest time is 38.37 on hard mode
>TURNS OFF MOVING BACKGROUND!
>sip tea
>still screwing up
>strange game for a rhythm game
:EDIT:
>Earned a 120 sec Score on Hard Mode!
>*unlocking sounds* ~Expert mode activated~
>gets 30 sec high score

is this a project for squares?

pro tips:
Windowed mode will help
getting a seizure? turn on solid background
always look at papa square
ignore Tetris inside papa square
follow the beat, it is a rhythm game
to balance audio i put both the settings on 3 Bars >turns up computer audio again.. That first jump. HAGHAHAHAAA jelly
legs! I havnt laughed so much while playing any other VR game but this takes the cake. Buy this and you will have alot of fun
guaranteed!. Go ahead. Judge me.
All that matters is I got two Bowsette achievements.
That's GOTY in my book!. Polygod is a fun game. Sure, the graphics aren't amazing, but the gameplay is incredible. It is
comparable to Binding of Isaac if every item pedestal was a small shop, and it is in first person rather. Polygod is a game that
gives me hope for early access games.
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This game is broken.
No sound from left speaker.
Don't buy until they fix it.. looks sick and disturbing so i thought i would like it:) bu no. just a couple of fine artwork but no
gameplay at all.. Got it in the sale, fun to play now and again but too repetitive to play for long periods - many scenes are
repeated 5 or more times. There are some puzzles to mix it up and I found the story quite charming, if a bit wishy-washy in the
middle. The scenes are very nicely drawn and the objects varied in their difficulty to find.

Worth a go.. This is a particularly well made game. Polished and robust (for 2008). The controls are a bit clunky but do not
detract from the content. Difficult puzzle that will likely make you take notes and potentially refresh your memory on certain
puzzle criteria. I purchased the game for $2.49USD and am very happy with the amount of entertainment I got out of it.. This
game (for me ) is a PUZZLE and Plantaform game. He is simple but have a lot of puzzles to get all anti-matter.Probably it will
have a continuation. From 0 to 10 is a 8.. Best track of the word!. So, you want to make a CCG/TCG?

This is a good starter program for someone wanting to make a a quick card game.

As stated in other posts, it is a little limited in what it allow you to edit, but can format basic formats for many TCGs out there.
It could be more editable, IMO, but you can always export to PNG and edit some coloring, or parts, further with other editors.

For what it is, and price, it's good, but could be better.. A very nice and relaxing Puzzel-Game, just 60 small Levels but worth
the money. Like it pretty much.. This game feels like it was made for Google Cardboard. Graphics are bad, the draw distance is
like 15ft in front of you. The gameplay leaves a lot to be desired. I actually feel games like this do a disservice to the VR
platform. Don't waste your time.
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